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The E65 replaced the E38 7 Series and was produced with petrol and turbo-diesel straight-six
and V8 engines, along with a petrol V12 flagship model. The E65 was the first BMW vehicle to
include the iDrive infotainment system and the controversial exterior styling overseen by Chris
Bangle marked a significant departure from traditional BMW styling. Other new features
included active anti-roll bars, a six-speed automatic transmission, an electronic Smart Key
dispensing with the traditional metallic key , and night vision. The i model also utilised the
world's first production V12 engine to use direct injection. In late , the E65 7 Series was
replaced by the F01 7 Series. After a competition between 20 designers, Adrian van Hooydonk 's
design was approved in the spring of BMW's board of directors were keen to move the
company's image into the future, and the initial styling sketches from by Adrian van Hooydonk
were of a fastback body style - even more radical than the eventual production model. The rear
end styling was nicknamed "Bangle Butt" by critics, due to the elongated rear bootlid. The E65
contained many departures from automotive interior design conventions. BMW removed the
traditional console mounted gear selector, replacing it with a steering-column mounted stalk
[17] [22] in favour of two cup holders. The e-brake is controlled using a button on the
dashboard. Unlike most BMWs since including the E65's predecessor and successor , the
centre instrument panel is not angled towards the driver. The V8 models were the first to use
the then-new BMW N62 V8 engine, which was the world's first engine to use a continuously
variable-length intake manifold. Many of the functions such as climate, navigation , seat
heating, telephony, and car settings were incorporated into a single system allowing for
centralised control. Early versions of iDrive were criticised for complicated menu structures and
a steep learning curve. The first generation of the system relied on CD media for map data. In
March , the maps switched to DVD format, [35] a faster processor was used and a 'Menu' and
'Customisable' button were added below the control knob. In , dedicated buttons were added to
change radio stations or skip tracks [36] and a brighter screen was used for the 8. The E65 was
the flagship model [37] and the most technologically advanced car produced by BMW at the
time. The E66 long-wheelbase models, badged "Li" were introduced in June E65 High Security
models are designed to withstand attacks, and meet the requirements of the B7 weapons
standard. BMW offers a buyback service for High Security models up to 7 years old, which are
inspected then resold to potential customers worldwide. A training course is also offered to
owners and chauffeurs, and teaches car control in case of emergency situations. The BMW
Hydrogen 7 is a limited production hydrogen-fueled model. Only cars were made, which were
leased to high-profile customers, in order to promote the use of hydrogen vehicles. The Alpina
B7 prototype was introduced to the public at the Geneva Motor Show in March, and the
production version was later unveiled at the Frankfurt Motor Show. The Alpina B7 uses a
supercharged version of the 4. Exterior changes include a rear spoiler [46] and inch traditional
Alpina multi-spoke style wheels. Interior changes include sports seats, an Alpina instrument
cluster, a three spoke steering wheel with shift buttons, and a silver plated production plaque. A
total of cars were produced, [ citation needed ] including cars for North America. In March , the
facelift also known as "LCI" models began production. Automatic highbeam headlamps BMW
High-Beam Assistant was introduced at the same time, whereby the high beam headlights are
automatically activated in dark areas and temporarily deactivated when oncoming traffic is
detected. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Adrian van Hooydonk , Chris
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DeMattia. The E65 BMW 7 Series is almost certainly the least loved 7er of all time but much of
its public malign is probably due to poor timing. When Chris Bangle led the team to develop the
E65, he and his team had the tall task of designing a car to replace the E38 7 Series, one of the

very best cars BMW has ever made. When it debuted, it was not received well. Still, Bangle was
a trooper and took the criticism, rather than throwing his team under the bus. For starters, it
was by far the most high-tech and advanced BMW ever made at the time. But the problem was
that technologies were so complicated that they were reliability nightmares. The E65 is
famously one of the least reliable BMWs in history. Despite all of that criticism, though, the E65
7 Series was actually quite good to drive. Its suspension was buttery smooth and its refinement
was on an entirely different level than anything BMW has made prior. It was also quick,
depending on which engine you chose, and handle well for its size and heft. So as a car, the E65
was quite good. However, there were a lot of issues with it. There were two body variants, so to
speak. There were also two other variants; the E67 was the armored version for dictators and
the E68 was the highly-limited hydrogen model. However, the only two models that really matter
are the E65 and E As far as engines go, there were three different inline-six engines on offer,
two gasoline-powered and one turbo-diesel. There were also two different V8 models, one
gasoline and one diesel. The top-of-the-line i came with a monster V It was pretty standard fare
for the 7 Series at the time and every engine option was good. Not too many issues there. While
the 4. If you get an E65 7 Series with a straight-six, it will almost certainly be the most reliable
aspect of the car. I hate to sound all Doom and Gloom but the E65 7 Series as a whole might be
a car to avoid. The E65 is a complicated car and one that requires a very experienced and
knowledgeable BMW mechanic to fix. A skilled BMW mechanic will be able to figure it out. So if
you want one, make sure the right person has been working on it. If you want an old BMW
luxury car, go for the E If you want something newer with more modern tech, get an E60 5
Series. I always liked the side profile, but the original rear end showed off the flame surfacing
too much, and the original front end was very frumpy and looked sad, the LCI really transformed
it into a really good looking car. With the right shoes wheels it can look goodâ€¦. Very
handsome on the 19 in. They have the usual ZF 6 and 8 speed trannies. The E38 is a beauty, but
it looks like an old car from a different era. The e65 generation still looks modern to this day â€”
a trait shared by the Bangle era cars E90 and E So of course it went on to become a best-seller.
It cracked me up the time because of course since then they have become industry standard,
leaders get hate. I think that today journalists are willing to work these things out, and
manufacturers are better at explaining new tech, but when the E65 came out, EVERY journalist
panned the iDrive as too hard, and most owners quickly came to see that it worked very well
after a week or so to get the hang of it. Most journalists panned the very concept of a central
wheel knob as ridiculous, yet nearly every car now has one. It takes five clicks and countless
twists to do even the simplest of tasks. But the execution was way off the first time around. Not
unexpected with a first attempt, of course, but still deserving of criticism. I find it strange that
the E60 was so much worse than the E65, even though it was the second generation. I love
having the only BMW ever to have a column shifter lol. The E65 is expressive but ugly. The
Maserati Quattroporte of that same era is also expressive but beautiful and elegant. The flame
surface and Bangle butt always did it for me, and I was sad that future designs became more
conservative. Bangle butt always reminded me of horizontal tail lights on CS, ditto segmented
headlight housings. LCI went more mainstream, but other manufacturers incl. Tesla Model S
still rip off its rear chrome strip. Other than the weird shape of the kidneys, I like the pre-LCI.
Overall shape of the car with the right OEM shoes is majestic. Of course, BMW spec-ed some
truly, truly hideous wheels for the E Actually, they are incredibly reliable except for the
electronics, which are hideous to repair. Every single thing still works on my E65 â€” all 22
adjustments on each seat, every window blind, every pixel on its electronic gauges physical
needles over a configurable screen background , the V8 is super smooth and has only ever had
a minor oil leak. Wanna buy it â€” real cheap? Your email address will not be published. This
site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. G80 M3.
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V12? Was this not the only 7 series to outsell the MB S series for at least one model year? Car
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Contact. It replaced the BMW E38 for the model year. It first appeared in the USA and other
markets in the spring of E65 was the designation of the short wheel base version of the
automobile, E66 of the long wheel base version, E67 of the bullet proof version and E68 of the
hydrogen version. Its controversial design helped sell its predecessor, the E The arrival of this
model heralded a new styling era for BMW with the work of chief designer Chris Bangle. Early
production E65s were fraught with problems, the vast majority of which were caused by
software issues, as well as the iDrive controversy. Subsequent software updates have largely
cured these issues. Error creating thumbnail: File missing. Categories : BMW platforms
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